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Consulting for software licensing agreements
Do you distribute software, are you an ASP (Application Service Provider), or do you
offer other software products and require a software licensing agreement or do you wish
to have an existing licensing agreement revised? Do you plan to purchase a software
license and place value on a review of the current licensing agreement? Do you wish to
have your authorization for further purchases of (used) software licenses or the
effectiveness of the purchase of such licenses checked?

What we offer
We can advise you in all questions in connection with software licenses, particularly in designing
and reviewing licensing agreements, e.g. end-user, purchasing, or rental license agreements.
Regardless of whether this is a one-time use or the design of general service license conditions
for multiple use, we have suitable design ideas and will accompany you even during
subsequent contract execution. Furthermore, we can revise existing agreements and adapt
them to current legal and actual circumstances. If necessary, we will represent you as well in
disputes in connection with software licensing agreements, for example in the licensing
violations, compensation disputes, or warranty cases.
Scope of service
Designing and revising software licensing agreements
Reviewing software licensing agreements
Legal support during contract execution
Consulting during the purchase and sale of software, e.g. used software licenses
Representation in court and out-of-court during disputes
Costs
We normally offer our consulting services to you calculated according to the time spent at a
suitable hourly rate. We believe that cost transparency and cost reliability form the basis of
successful cooperation. We will be happy to provide you with an estimate of the expected costs
before taking the job.
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